
 
 
 
 
 
 

Basic Tutorial Examples in SnapMap 
 
 
 

Taken from various threads in the forum here:  
https://community.bethesda.net/community/doom/doom-2016/snapmap-tool

 
 
 
 

Compiled by GhostGuy 

https://community.bethesda.net/community/doom/doom-2016/snapmap-tool


Example #1            

How to Apply ‘Scoring’ on Spawn Containers   

https://community.bethesda.net/thread/75719 

(requested by GhostGuy, tutorial by TECH1ZERO) 

 

If you want to setup containers to give a player or team resource it's easy. All you have to do is 
create a new player resource, or team resource, then setup a new container or container spawner, 
and inside of the configuration, there should be an option for giving the player a certain amount of 
resource, and an option for which resource (choose the one you just set up). 

  

EDIT: if you meant actual scoring, there is one extra step. You have to keep the setup I described, 
then attach a player proxy to the spawn container module with the "on picked up" output, and use 
the "give player score" input on the proxy. 

  

It would look something like Spawn Container -> on-picked up -> give player score -> player 
proxy.  Just remember to setup the configuration and the dummy resource as I stated above. The 
containers have some sort of issue where they don't work properly unless something can be given 
to the player (in this case some of the dummy resource to make sure it always transfers something 
and works properly). All you gotta make sure of is that it gives the player one unit of the dummy 
resource, and as long as the maximum limit is high enough (a 1000 should do) they will always be 
able to get one more point of that resource. 

 



Example #2 

How to Setup a Zombie Map Round Start and End 

https://community.bethesda.net/thread/78885 

(requested by DarknessIntrusion72, tutorial by AtomicUs5000) 

 

Health and Damage are percentages, so you will need Number variables for those. Health of 1.00 
means 100%, so that should be your initial value... or perhaps less like 0.50 if you want it to be super 
easy in the beginning to get players warmed up. 

 All of this is reasonable and quite doable, but if you are just starting out, it is probably best to set 
aside all of these things you want to happen and get a basic system in place. Since most of your code 
is dependent on a round system, this is where you should start. Once you get your round controller 
system in place, then you simply add on to it. 

 Let's get a round system done with the round number in the HUD so it can be tested, no demons or 
anything else. 

We will start with the break in between rounds, and actually start with a break so there is a little delay 
before zombies start spawning. 

  

Map -> On Match Started -> Start Timer -> Timer "BreakTimer" (set to however long you 
want breaks in between rounds to be)

  

Then when the break is over, we will increase the round number by one. 

Make Integer variable "RoundNumber" with initial default value of 0, minimum value of 0. 

   

Timer "BreakTimer" -> On Timer Finished -> Add (1) -> Integer "RoundNumber"

  

Now we can use the change of RoundNumber to trigger the start of a round. 

  

"RoundNumber" -> On Changed -> Start Timer -> Timer "RoundTimer" (set to however long 
you want your rounds to be)



 
Now we want the break timer to start again when the round timer expires... 

  

Timer "RoundTimer" -> On Timer Finished -> back to Start Timer -> Timer "BreakTimer"

  

There is now a loop of breaks and rounds that will basically run forever. 
Now we want the round number to show on the HUD. 
Branch off the On Match Started that is connected to map. 

  

On Match Started -> Set Active HUD Settings

  

Where on the HUD you want the Round Number to be is up to you. I chose the top right. 
I changed top right to "Variable" 
I set the "Label" to "ROUND" 
I set the Variable to Integer "RoundNumber" 

 
Your code should look like this: 

  

 

https://community.bethesda.net/servlet/JiveServlet/showImage/2-263263-236897/new-2.png


Now it is time to test. I recommend going into your timers, and have them set to show on HUD. 
Maybe you want that anyways, but you should do it for testing at least.  

Make sure this works, and then we can move on to demon spawning and despawning. 
Once that's working, we can move on to the demon buffs. 

After that other details can be added such as the music. 

 

STEP #2 

All right. 
Before working on the spawning, it would be good to have a listing of exactly which demons you 
want to spawn by round number. 

In the meantime, we can prepare for the buffs and do demon despawning. 

For AI removal, it is very simple. 
We can branch of On Timer Finished for the "RoundTimer" 

  

Timer "RoundTimer" -> On Timer Finished -> Start Iteration -> AI Iterator -> For Each 
AI -> Remove Demon -> AI Proxy

 

But, this might not be enough. Once in a while, a demon might spawn after the round ends if the 
timing is just right. But don't worry, we can handle that... 

Create a Boolean "RoundActive" with initial value False. 

Branch off of On Timer Finished for the "BreakTimer" 

 

Timer "BreakTimer" -> On Timer Finished -> Set TRUE -> Boolean "RoundActive" 

 

And branch off of On Timer Finished for the "Round Timer" yet again. 

 

Timer "RoundTimer" -> On Timer Finished -> Set FALSE -> Boolean "RoundActive" 

 



Now we can come off of the AI Proxy and make it check if the round is active when an AI is spawned. 
If not, then remove the Demon right away. All of this is just like a double-checker. We don't want any 
demons present when they shouldn't be. 

 

AI Proxy -> On AI Spawned -> Boolean Filter (negate = TRUE, Boolean set to Boolean variable 
"RoundActive") -> Remove Demon -> AI Proxy 

 

Not sure if you know how to add filters. In case you don't, what you do is make the connection from 
On AI Spawned to Remove Demon. Highlight this path by hovering over it. Not sure about console, 
but on PC you ctrl + g to add a filter. Choose a Boolean Filter. Go into the settings of the new Boolean 
Filter to negate, and do ctrl + x in the Boolean field to change it a variable, and select RoundActive. 

Your code should look like this: 

 

 

  

https://community.bethesda.net/servlet/JiveServlet/showImage/2-263353-236899/new-2.png


Now the demon Buffs. 

Create Number variables DemonHealth and DemonDamage.  

Branch off of On Timer Finished for the "Round Timer" 

 
On Timer Finished -> Add [Number] (0.10) -> DemonHealth 

On Timer Finished -> Add [Number] (0.03) -> DemonDamage

  

This will set up the buff variables, but they cannot be applied until after the demon spawning nodes 
are set up. 
 



Example #3 

Keep Keycards for Cooperative Mode Maps      

https://community.bethesda.net/thread/74125 

(requested by GhostGuy, tutorial by AtomicUs5000) 

 

To keep keycards after death, you can set Gameplay Settings to Keep Inventory on Respawn.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://community.bethesda.net/servlet/JiveServlet/showImage/2-243363-229801/new-2.png


 

To give all players keycards, just do... 

On Droppable Picked Up  -> Start Iteration -> Player Iterator -> For Each Player -> Droppable 
Filter (Select the keycard type and NEGATE to TRUE) -> Give Droppable (Set to the keycard 
type) -> Inventory 

This is basically saying, when any player picks this up, go through all of the players and any player 
that does not have one, give one. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

https://community.bethesda.net/servlet/JiveServlet/showImage/2-243363-229811/new-4.png


If you don't want players to keep inventory on death, but you still want them to keep keycards, you 
need a variable to keep track of whether or not players should have the card or not.... probably a 
Boolean would work best. 

 
Then you would do Player Proxy -> On Spawned -> Boolean Filter (set to that variable) -> Start 
Iteration -> Player Iterator -> For Each Player -> Droppable Filter (Select the keycard type and 
NEGATE to TRUE) -> Give Droppable (Set to the keycard type) -> Inventory 

This is like saying, when a player respawns, check if it is true that players should have the keycard, 
and if so, go through each player and if any player does not have a keycard, give one. 

  

 

  

 

As mentioned, some droppables have additional drop settings... but you will run into problems if you 
rely on these settings. For example, what happens if a player falls into a pit? What if a player with a 
card leaves the game? Using methods like these to handle keycard inventory will reduce problems like 
that. 
 

https://community.bethesda.net/servlet/JiveServlet/showImage/2-243363-229812/new-2.png


Example #4 

How to do Sequential Switches within the Time Limit  

https://community.bethesda.net/thread/72850 

(requested by FabDir, tutorial by AtomicUs5000) 

 

Using a Gate and a Timer. 

The first panel represents the first thing the player is supposed to do and the second panel is the 
second thing. 

In this example, I use the first panel and I have 5 seconds to use the second panel. 
When you use the first panel, it becomes disabled and the second panel becomes enabled. 

If you use the second panel in time, the message will say "You did it in time!" 
If you don't use it in time, a message will say "Too Late! Start Over!" When this happens, the first 
panel becomes enabled and the second is disabled.   

 

 

https://community.bethesda.net/servlet/JiveServlet/showImage/2-239389-228281/new-1.png


  

This is basically how it works. A gate has two inputs A and B. You can test a Gate at any 
time for specific conditions. 

By default both inputs (A and B) of a Gate are initially FALSE. 

When I use panel 1, I set A to TRUE. 

When the timer is finished, it sets B to TRUE 

When I use panel 2, I test the Gate. 
If one and only one input is TRUE, then this means the player did it in time. So the signal is 
sent through the XOR node. 
If both A and B are TRUE, this means the timer ran out and the player has to start over. This 
signal is sent through the AND node. 

 
There are two important things here... 

1) When AND is signaled, you must reset the Gate by setting both A and B to FALSE. 

2) When using the first panel, it must reset the timer first before starting the timer. 
(the reset does nothing the first time, but if the timer runs out it needs to be reset before it can 
be started again) 

 



Example #5 

To Unlock a Door by Two Power Cores  (by GhostGuy) 

It’s pretty much straightforward for this example.  I have used the Gate to do the task.  Here are 
the sample steps to unlock a door by two power cores.  Just remember to set the door’s properties 
to Lock first. 

You want to setup each power station’s properties for the require matching colors to True and 
what color of the power core. 

Power Station (Blue)  On Given  Set A (True)  Gate     (branch off of On Given  Test 
Gate  Gate) 

 

Power Station (Green)  On Given  Set B (True)  Gate     (branch off of On Given  
Test Gate  Gate) 

 



Choose “AND” when adding a logic to the Gate to unlock the door. 

Gate   And  Unlock 

 

 

For each color power core:   On Taken  Lock 

This will lock the door again if one power core is been taken again. 

 

**Please note make sure that the Gate’s properties of Set A and Set B are set to “False”. 

 



Example #6 

How to Activate Another Wave Event on the Second Enter in a 
Module? 

(by GhostGuy) 

I have used this simple method for one of my maps (Sagittarius Four).  I’m sure there are other 
simpler ways to do this by using the Boolean; however, I don’t quite understand the Boolean itself 
just yet so I used a simple Gate to do this task. 

In my map, I used a power core to trigger the setting for the module as when the next time the 
player enters the module, a second different wave event would trigger.  

First step, I would use a Box Trigger to activate the first Wave Event in the specified module. 

Place the Box Trigger to the Door’s (or No Door’s) Entrance of the specified module.   

This is a sample setup: 

Box Trigger (set Remove On to Touch)  On Entered  Start Event  Wave Event                                                
[so the trigger only happens once] 

 



 

Second step, I would place the power core in another room (a few modules away). 

Then place a Module object in the specified module for activation of the second wave event. 

The setup for the Gate when the power core is being picked up:                                                                        
[Just be aware, the power core does not activate the wave event itself but sets a boolean value to 
‘true’ for the specified module so when the player actually enters the module the second time, the 
event would then trigger.] 

**Please note make sure that the Gate’s properties of Set A and Set B are set to “False”. 

Power Core  On Droppable Picked Up  Set A (True)  Gate 

Gate  OR  Start Event  Wave Event  On Event Finished  Set A (False)  Gate 

 

 

 

 



 

Module  On Player Entered (Run Once is set to False)  Test Gate  Gate 

   

 

 

The flow is simple.  When a player enters the module the first time, he or she triggers the first event 
(you can replace the wave event to a custom group encounter, mini-boss event, or whatever).  The 
second time the player enters the module again after he or she picks up something or even pass 
another box trigger from another module (something that triggers the Set A to True), a second event 
would trigger.  Just remember to Set A back to False after the event if you don’t want it to repeat over 
and over each time a player enters the module again. 
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